
 

EEE-448 Computer Networks (with C# in .NET) 

Midterm 
(May 6, 2011, 10:15 – 11:30 ) 

(Close-book and close-note) 

Student Name: ______________________ Student ID: _______________________ 

 
I. True or False (2 point each, total 20 points) 

1) C# is an object-oriented programming language. (T) 

2) C# is the only language available for programming .NET applications. (F) 

3) C# is case-sensitive. (T) 

4) The break statement, when executed in a repetition structure, causes immediate exit from the repetition structure. (T) 

5) C# has destructor. (T) 

6) Constructors can have return values. (F) 

7) The networking is a collection of hardware devices (F) 

8) System.Net is necessary  namespace for network class(T) 

9) Will finally block get executed if the exception had not occurred? (T) 

10) UDP is connection-oriented protocal for Internet.(F) 

 

II. Multiple-Choice (3 points each, total 30 points) 

1. If a programmer inserts “using System” at the top of a C# program, which of the  following statement can the programmer write 

to the program?  

(a) System(“Hello”); (b) WriteLine(“Hello”);  (c) Console.WriteLine(“Hello”); (d) Console.Out(“Hello”); 

 

2. If you do not indicate a return type for a method, its return type is __________ by     default. 

(a) void    (b) int     (c) public   (d) private 

3. Router 
(a) forwards apacket to all outgoing links   (b) determines on which outgoing link packet is to be forwarded     (c) forwards a 

packet to all outgoing links, except the link upon which the packet originated.  (d) forwards a packet to the next free outgoing link. 

 

4. The Internet is an example of a : 

(a) packet switched network.  (b) cell switched network. (c) circuit switched network.   (d) private network 

 

5. Which of the following is required to communicate between two computers? 

(a) communications software (b) protocol (c) communication hardware (d) all of above including access to transmission medium 

 

6. IP provides 

(a) connection establishment and termination    (b) network management (c) flow control   (d) network access 
 

7. Which namespace do you need when you want to use “file stream classes” 

(a) System.Net.  (b) System.Web (c) System.IO   (d) System.Text 

 

8. Remoting is  

(a) the ability to call a method an object that is on different application domain   (b) Accessing to the hardware  (c) using 

different devices to communicate(d) handshaking between to systems 

 

9.Feel free to write your own quesion and its choices, then answer it 

 
 

10. Feel free to write your own quesion and its choices, then answer it 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



III. Short Answer(5 points each, total 50 points) 

1. What is DNS and what is it used for? If all DNS servers could be “crashed” (taken offline), what would happen to the Internet (be 

precise). 

 

DNS is Domain Name Service and is used to associate host names (as in say, www.yahoo.com ) with IP addresses. If all DNS 

servers were to be crashed one would be unable to use hostnames and could only use IP addresses when using Internet services. 

 

2. Give precise definitions for protocol, interface, and open concept. 

Protocol = Complete set of rules for information exchange between same level layers between sites 
Interface = Complete set of rules for information exchange between consecutive layers at the same site 

Open concept = The ability of any two systems conforming to the reference model and associated standards to 

connect. 

3. Give us hardware Networks peripherals 

 Switch, repeaters, hubs, bridges, routers, NIC(Ethernet card), 

 

4. list of TCP Service with short explanation. 

connection-oriented: setup required between client and server processes; reliable transport between sending and receiving 

process ; flow control: sender won’t overwhelm receiver ; congestion control: throttle sender when network overloaded; 

does not provide: timing, minimum bandwidth guarantees  

 

5. What are namescapes? 

 

C# namespaces are used to identify a higher-level hierarchy of class names, allowing you to group similar classes together within a 

single namespace. 

 

6. What are Sockets? 

Sockets provide a common interface to the various protocols supported by networks. 

They allow you to establish  connections between machines to send and receive data. 

Sockets support the simultaneous connection of multiple clients to a single server machine. 

7. What is thread synchronization? 

 is the main GUI thread that starts when you start the Server application. The thread labeled 
 starts whenever any client tries to connect to the socket. The thread labeled 

 spawns when there is any write activity by any one of the connected clients. 

 

8 Why is there an UDP ? 

no connection establishment (which can add delay) 

simple: no connection state at sender, receiver 

64-bit small segment header (3 * 64+ Data – TCP)  

no congestion control: UDP can blast away as fast as desired  

9.Create one UDP Socket in C# 

Socket s = new Socket(AddressFamily.InterNetwork,   SocketType.Dgram,  ProtocolType.Udp); 

 

10.  A closer look at network structure ( gives us big Picture of network) 

network edge: applications and hosts 

network core:  

routers 

network of networks 

access networks, physical media: communication links  

 

 


